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Electronic throttle control ETC is an automobile technology which electronically "connects" the
accelerator pedal to the throttle , replacing a mechanical linkage. The electric motor is then
used to open the throttle valve to the desired angle via a closed-loop control algorithm within
the ECM. The benefits of electronic throttle control are largely unnoticed by most drivers
because the aim is to make the vehicle power-train characteristics seamlessly consistent
irrespective of prevailing conditions, such as engine temperature, altitude, and accessory loads.
Electronic throttle control is also working 'behind the scenes' to dramatically improve the ease
with which the driver can execute gear changes and deal with the dramatic torque changes
associated with rapid accelerations and decelerations. Electronic throttle control facilitates the
integration of features such as cruise control , traction control , stability control , and precrash
systems and others that require torque management, since the throttle can be moved
irrespective of the position of the driver's accelerator pedal. ETC provides some benefit in areas
such as air-fuel ratio control, exhaust emissions and fuel consumption reduction, and also
works in concert with other technologies such as gasoline direct injection. A criticism of the
very early ETC implementations was that they were "overruling" driver decisions. Much of the
engineering involved with drive-by-wire technologies including ETC deals with failure and fault
management. Many ETC systems have redundant pedal and throttle position sensors and
controller redundancy, even as complex as independent microprocessors with independently
written software [ citation needed ] within a control module whose calculations are compared to
check for possible errors and faults. There is no mechanical linkage between the accelerator
pedal and the throttle valve with electronic throttle control. Instead, the position of the throttle
valve i. But just opening or closing the throttle valve by sending a new signal to the electric
motor is an open loop condition and leads to inaccurate control. The throttle position sensor s
are continually read and then the software makes appropriate adjustments to reach the desired
amount of engine power. There are two primary types of throttle position sensors TPS : a
potentiometer or a non-contact sensor Hall Effect sensor magnetic device. A potentiometer is a
satisfactory way for non-critical applications such as volume control on a radio, but as it has a
wiper contact rubbing against a resistance element, dirt and wear between the wiper and the
resistor can cause erratic readings. The more reliable solution is the magnetic coupling, which
makes no physical contact, so will never be subject to failing by wear. This is an insidious
failure as it may not provide any symptoms until there is total failure. All cars having a TPS have
what is known as a 'limp-home-mode'. When the car goes into the limp-home-mode it is
because the accelerator and engine control computer and the throttle are not talking to each
other in a way that they can understand. The engine control computer shuts down the signal to
the throttle position motor and a set of springs in the throttle set it to a fast idle, fast enough to
get the transmission in gear but not so fast that driving may be dangerous. Software or
electronic failures within the ETC have been suspected by some to be responsible for alleged
incidents of unintended acceleration. A series of investigations by the U. National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA were unable to get to the bottom of all of the reported
incidents of unintended acceleration in and later model year Toyota and Lexus vehicles. A
February report issued by a team from NASA which studied the source code and electronics for
a Camry model, at the request of NHTSA did not rule out software malfunctions as a potential
cause. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article has multiple issues. Please help
improve it or discuss these issues on the talk page. Learn how and when to remove these
template messages. This article has been nominated to be checked for its neutrality. Discussion
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version. A throttle is the mechanism by which fluid flow is managed by constriction or
obstruction. An engine 's power can be increased or decreased by the restriction of inlet gases
by the use of a throttle , but usually decreased. The term throttle has come to refer, informally,
to any mechanism by which the power or speed of an engine is regulated, such as a car's

accelerator pedal. What is often termed a throttle in an aviation context is also called a thrust
lever , particularly for jet engine powered aircraft. For a steam locomotive , the valve which
controls the steam is known as the regulator. In an internal combustion engine , the throttle is a
means of controlling an engine's power by regulating the amount of fuel or air entering the
engine. In a motor vehicle the control used by the driver to regulate power is sometimes called
the throttle, accelerator, or gas pedal. For a gasoline engine, the throttle most commonly
regulates the amount of air and fuel allowed to enter the engine. Recently, for a GDI engine, the
throttle regulates the amount of air allowed to enter the engine. The throttle of a diesel, when
present, regulates the air flow into the engine. Historically, the throttle pedal or lever acts via a
direct mechanical linkage. The butterfly valve of the throttle is operated by means of an arm
piece, loaded by a spring. This arm is usually directly linked to the accelerator cable, and
operates in accordance with the driver, who hits it. The further the pedal is pushed, the wider
the throttle valve opens. Modern engines of both types gas and diesel are commonly
drive-by-wire systems where sensors monitor the driver controls and in response a
computerized system controls the flow of fuel and air. This means that the operator does not
have direct control over the flow of fuel and air; the Engine Control Unit ECU can achieve better
control in order to reduce emissions , maximize performance and adjust the engine idle to make
a cold engine warm up faster or to account for eventual additional engine loads such as running
air conditioning compressors in order to avoid engine stalls. The throttle on a gasoline engine
is typically a butterfly valve. In a fuel-injected engine, the throttle valve is placed on the entrance
of the intake manifold , or housed in the throttle body. In a carbureted engine, it is found in the
carburetor. When a throttle is wide open , the intake manifold is usually at ambient atmospheric
pressure. When the throttle is partially closed, a manifold vacuum develops as the intake drops
below ambient pressure. The power output of a diesel engine is controlled by regulating the
quantity of fuel that is injected into the cylinder. Because diesel engines do not need to control
air volumes, they usually lack a butterfly valve in the intake tract. An exception to this
generalization is newer diesel engines meeting stricter emissions standards, where such a
valve is used to generate intake manifold vacuum, thereby allowing the introduction of exhaust
gas see EGR to lower combustion temperatures and thereby minimize NOx production. In a
reciprocating engine aircraft, the throttle control is usually a hand-operated lever or knob. It
controls the engine power output, which may or may not reflect in a change of RPM, depending
on the propeller installation fixed-pitch or constant speed. Some modern internal combustion
engines such as some BMW engines do not use a traditional throttle, instead relying on their
variable intake valve timing system to regulate the airflow into the cylinders, although the end
result is the same, albeit with less pumping losses. In fuel injected engines , the throttle body is
the part of the air intake system that controls the amount of air flowing into the engine, in
response to driver accelerator pedal input in the main. The throttle body is usually located
between the air filter box and the intake manifold , and it is usually attached to, or near, the
mass airflow sensor. Often, an engine coolant line also runs through it in order for the engine to
draw intake air at a certain temperature the engine's current coolant temperature, which the
ECU senses through the relevant sensor and therefore with a known density. The largest piece
inside the throttle body is the throttle plate, which is a butterfly valve that regulates the airflow.
On many cars, the accelerator pedal motion is communicated via the throttle cable, which is
mechanically connected to the throttle linkages, which, in turn, rotate the throttle plate. In cars
with electronic throttle control also known as "drive-by-wire" , an electric actuator controls the
throttle linkages and the accelerator pedal connects not to the throttle body, but to a sensor,
which outputs a signal proportional to the current pedal position and sends it to the ECU. The
ECU then determines the throttle opening based on the accelerator pedal's position and inputs
from other engine sensors such as the engine coolant temperature sensor. When the driver
presses on the accelerator pedal, the throttle plate rotates within the throttle body, opening the
throttle passage to allow more air into the intake manifold, immediately drawn inside by its
vacuum. Usually a mass airflow sensor measures this change and communicates it to the ECU.
The ECU then increases the amount of fuel injected by the injectors in order to obtain the
required air-fuel ratio. Often a throttle position sensor TPS is connected to the shaft of the
throttle plate to provide the ECU with information on whether the throttle is in the idle position,
wide-open throttle WOT position, or somewhere in between these extremes. Throttle bodies
may also contain valves and adjustments to control the minimum airflow during idle. Even in
those units that are not " drive-by-wire ", there will often be a small solenoid driven valve , the
Idle Air Control Valve IACV , that the ECU uses to control the amount of air that can bypass the
main throttle opening to allow the engine to idle when the throttle is closed. The throttle is either
open or closed although there is always a small hole or other bypass to allow a small amount of
air to flow through so the engine can idle when the throttle is closed , or some intermediate

position. Since air velocity is crucial to the functioning of a carburetor, to keep average air
velocity up, larger engines require more complex carburetors with multiple small venturis,
typically two or four these venturis are commonly called "barrels". A typical "2-barrel"
carburetor uses a single oval or rectangular throttle plate, and works similarly to a single
venturi carburetor, but with two small openings instead of one. A 4-venturi carburetor has two
pairs of venturis, each pair regulated by a single oval or rectangular throttle plate. Under normal
operation, only one throttle plate the "primary" opens when the accelerator pedal is pressed,
allowing more air into the engine, but keeping overall airflow velocity through the carburetor
high thus improving efficiency. The "secondary" throttle is operated either mechanically when
the primary plate is opened past a certain amount, or via engine vacuum, influenced by the
position of the accelerator pedal and engine load, allowing for greater air flow into the engine at
high RPM and load and better efficiency at low RPM. Multiple 2-venturi or 4-venturi carburetors
can be used simultaneously in situations where maximum engine power is of priority. A throttle
body is somewhat analogous to the carburetor in a non-injected engine, although it is important
to remember that a throttle body is not the same thing as a throttle , and that carbureted
engines have throttles as well. A throttle body simply supplies a convenient place to mount a
throttle in the absence of a carburetor venturi. Carburetors are an older technology, which
mechanically modulate the amount of air flow with an internal throttle plate and combine air and
fuel together venturi. Cars with fuel injection don't need a mechanical device to meter the fuel
flow, since that duty is taken over by injectors in the intake pathways for multipoint fuel
injection systems or cylinders for direct injection systems coupled with electronic sensors and
computers which precisely calculate how long should a certain injector stay open and therefore
how much fuel should be injected by each injection pulse. The simplest way to do this is to
simply remove the carburetor unit, and bolt a simple unit containing a throttle body and fuel
injectors on instead. This is known as throttle body injection called TBI by General Motors and
CFI by Ford , and it allows an older engine design to be converted from carburetor to fuel
injection without significantly altering the intake manifold design. More complex later designs
use intake manifolds, and even cylinder heads , specially designed for the inclusion of injectors.
Most fuel injected cars have a single throttle, contained in a throttle body. Vehicles can
sometimes employ more than one throttle body, connected by linkages to operate
simultaneously, which improves throttle response and allows a straighter path for the airflow to
the cylinder head, as well as for equal-distance intake runners of short length, difficult to
achieve when all the runners have to travel to certain location to connect to a single throttle
body, at the cost of greater complexity and packaging issues. At the extreme,
higher-performance cars like the E92 BMW M3 and Ferraris , and high-performance motorcycles
like the Yamaha R6 , can use a separate throttle body for each cylinder, often called " individual
throttle bodies " or ITBs. Although rare in production vehicles, these are common equipment on
many racing cars and modified street vehicles. This practice hearkens back to the days when
many high performance cars were given one, small, single-venturi carburetor for each cylinder
or pair of cylinders i. Weber, SU carburetors , each one with their own small throttle plate inside.
In a carburetor, the smaller throttle opening also allowed for more precise and fast carburetor
response, as well as better atomization of the fuel when running at low engine speeds. Steam
locomotives normally have the throttle North American English or regulator British English in a
characteristic steam dome at the top of the boiler although not all boilers feature these. The
additional height afforded by the dome helps to avoid any liquid e. The throttle is basically a
poppet valve , or series of poppet valves which open in sequence to regulate the amount of
stream admitted to the steam chests over the pistons. It is used in conjunction with the
reversing lever to start, stop and to control the locomotive's power although, during
steady-state running of most locomotives, it is preferable to leave the throttle wide open and to
control the power by varying the steam cut-off point which is done with the reversing lever , as
this is more efficient. A steam locomotive throttle valve poses a difficult design challenge as it
must be opened and closed using hand effort against the considerable pressure typically psi of
boiler steam. One of the primary reasons for later multiple-sequential valves: it is far easier to
open a small poppet valve against the pressure differential, and open the others once pressure
begins to equalize than to open a single large valve, especially as steam pressures eventually
exceeded or even psi. Examples include the balanced " double beat " type used on Gresley A3
Pacifics. Throttling of a rocket engine means varying the thrust level in-flight. This is not always
a requirement; in fact, the thrust of a solid-fuel rocket is not controllable after ignition. However,
liquid-propellant rockets can be throttled by means of valves which regulate the flow of fuel and
oxidizer to the combustion chamber. Hybrid rocket engines, such as the one used in Space Ship
One , use solid fuel with a liquid oxidizer, and therefore can be throttled. Throttling tends to be
required more for powered landings, and launch into space using a single main stage such as

the Space Shuttle , than for launch with multistage rockets. They are also useful in situations
where the airspeed of the vehicle must be limited due to aerodynamic stress in the denser
atmosphere at lower levels e. Rockets characteristically become lighter the longer they burn,
with the changing ratio of thrust:weight resulting in increasing acceleration, so engines are
often throttled or switched off to limit acceleration forces towards the end of a stage's burn time
if it is carrying sensitive cargo e. In a jet engine , thrust is controlled by changing the amount of
fuel flowing into the combustion chamber, similar to a diesel engine. From Wikipedia, the free
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traditional spark ignition gasoline engine, the throttle body is the part of the air intake system
that controls the amount of air that flows into an engine's combustion chamber. It consists of a
housing unit that contains a throttle plate butterfly valve that rotates on a shaft. When the
accelerator gas pedal is pushed down, the throttle plate opens and allows air into the engine.
When the gas pedal is released, the butterfly closes and effectively chokes off throttles air flow
into the combustion chamber. This process effectively controls the speed of the engine and
ultimately, the speed of the vehicle. Typically located between the air filter and the intake
manifold, the throttle body contains the delicate throttle system which controls a key
component of spark ignition : air flow. The primary regulator for throttle pressure comes in the
form of the throttle body temperature sensor, which measures the temperature of the air-fuel
mixture entering the fuel injection system of your car. This necessary regulation helps spark
ignitions generate the most fuel efficiency. Largely controlled by the butterfly valve known as
the throttle plate, airflow is regulated by the driver via pressing on the acceleration pedal inside
the vehicle. This reacts to a sensor on the throttle bottle which tells it to allow more air into the
combustion chamber, increasing REM and power output. This makes the car, in turn, go faster.
Like every part of a vehicle, the throttle body can eventually wear out. Very rarely, you will find
yourself with an entirely broken throttle. Most commonly, the throttle body temperature sensor
is likely to fail first. If you do find yourself experiencing engine trouble, you may want to
investigate the temperature sensor. This is especially true if your vehicle is stalling or
producing poor vehicle performance. Additionally, faulty electrical connections including
glitchy radios and dashboard panels may be the result of a failing throttle body temperature
sensor. If you experience any of these symptoms in your vehicle or your vehicle's check engine
light comes on, you should visit your local mechanic for a more comprehensive diagnosis.
Spotting a faulty throttle is a bit harder than most mechanical issues. Alternatively, getting
regular tune-ups and maintenance will prolong the life of your vehicle. Automotive Writers.
Christine and Scott Gable are hybrid auto and alternative fuel experts who brewed biodiesel and
traveled , miles on waste vegetable oil. By changing the airflow, this after-market add-on claims
to be a performance enhancing accessory that can increase an engine's horse power , torque
and fuel economy. It functions by swirling or directing the air flow to maximize air volume to the
manifold. There is much debate about the veracity of the manufacturers' claims for these
devices. The general consensus is that it works well on some engine configurations, and not at
all or adversely on others. The intention was to determine whether or not throttle body spacers
were a viable product that BBK could manufacture that would provide notable results for their
customers. The tests were performed on Ford 4. The tests consisted of a baseline dyno run,

cool down period, and a repeat test after the spacers were installed. None of the spacers
produced any additional horsepower or torque when tested. The only notable change was a loss
of 4 horsepower to the tires on the Mopar application with the spacer installed. An additional
test was run after removing the spacer, resulting in a return of the lost horsepower. Proving that
some spacers can actually rob power from an engine. After seeing the results, it was clear that
throttle body spacers were simply gimmicks and provided no real performance value. BBK
scrapped all plans to manufacture throttle body spacers. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
This article does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Categories : Vehicle
modifications Engine technology Automotive part stubs. Hidden categories: Articles with short
description Short description matches Wikidata Articles lacking sources from June All articles
lacking sources All stub articles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Add links. This article about an automotive part or component is a stub. You can help
Wikipedia by expanding it. Manifold injection is a mixture formation system for internal
combustion engines with external mixture formation. It is commonly used in engines with spark
ignition that use petrol as fuel, such as the Otto engine , and the Wankel engine. In a
manifold-injected engine, the fuel is injected into the intake manifold, where it begins forming a
combustible air-fuel mixture with the air. As soon as the intake valve opens, the piston starts
sucking in the still forming mixture. Usually, this mixture is relativeley homogeneous, and, at
least in production engines for passenger cars, approximately stoichiometric ; this means that
there is an even distribution of fuel and air across the combustion chamber, and enough, but
not more air present that what is required for the fuel's complete combustion. The injection
timing and measuring of the fuel amount can be controlled either mechanically by a fuel
distributor , or electronically by an engine control unit. Since the s and s, manifold injection has
been replacing carburettors in passenger cars. However, since the late s, car manufacturers
have started using petrol direct injection , which caused a decline in manifold injection
installation in newly produced cars. In an MPI system, there is one fuel injector per cylinder,
installed very close to the intake valve s. In an SPI system, there is only a single fuel injector,
usually installed right behind the throttle valve. This vapour can then form a combustible
mixture with the air, and the mixture is sucked into the cylinder by the piston during the intake
stroke. Otto engines use a technique called quantity control for setting the desired engine
torque , which means that the amount of mixture sucked into the engine determines the amount
of torque produced. For controlling the amount of mixture, a throttle valve is used, which is why
quantity control is also called intake air throttling. To do so, manifold injection systems have at
least one way to measure the amount of air that is currently being sucked into the engine. In
mechanically controlled systems with a fuel distributor, a vacuum-driven piston directly
connected to the control rack is used, whereas electronically controlled manifold injection
systems typically use an airflow sensor , and a lambda sensor. Only electronically controlled
systems can form the stoichiometric air-fuel mixture precisely enough for a three-way catalyst
to work sufficiently, which is why mechanically controlled manifold injection systems such as
the Bosch K-Jetronic are now considered obsolete. As the name implies, a single-point injected
SPI engine only has a single fuel injector. It is usually installed right behind the throttle valve in
the throttle body. Therefore, single-point injected engines bear very close resemblance to
carburetted engines, often having the exact same intake manifolds as their carburetted
counterparts. Single-point injection has been a known technology since the s, but has long
been considered inferior to carburettors, because it requires an injection pump, and is thus
more complicated. However, single-point injection does not allow forming very precise mixtures
required for modern emission regulations, and is thus deemed an obsolete technology in
passenger cars. In a multi-point injected engine, every cylinder has its own fuel injector, and the
fuel injectors are usually installed in close proximity to the intake valve s. Thus, the injectors
inject the fuel through the open intake valve into the cylinder, which must not be confused with
direct injection. Certain multi-point injection systems also use tubes with poppet valves fed by a
central injector instead of individual injectors. Typically though, a multi-point injected engine
has one fuel injector per cylinder, an electric fuel pump, a fuel distributor, an airflow sensor, [5]
and, in modern engines, an engine control unit. A low injection pressure results in a low relative
air-fuel velocity, which causes large, and slowly vapourising fuel droplets. Because of this,
continuously injecting systems such as the Bosch K-Jetronic are obsolete. In manifold injected
engines, there are three main methods of metering the fuel, and controlling the injection timing.
In early manifold injected engines with fully mechanical injection systems, a chain- or
belt-driven injection pump with a mechanic "analogue" engine map was used. This allowed
injecting fuel intermittently, and relatively precisely. Typically, such injection pumps have a

three-dimensional cam that depicts the engine map. Depending on the throttle position, the
three-dimensional cam is moved axially on its shaft. A roller-type pick-up mechanism that is
directly connected to the injection pump control rack rides on the three-dimensional cam.
Depending upon the three-dimensional cam's position, it pushes in or out the
camshaft-actuated injection pump plungers, which controls both the amount of injected fuel,
and the injection timing. The injection plungers both create the injection pressure, and act as
the fuel distributors. Usually, there is an additional adjustment rod that is connected to a
barometric cell, and a cooling water thermometer, so that the fuel mass can be corrected
according to air pressure, and water temperature. In systems without injection-timing
controlling, the fuel is injected continuously, thus, no injection timing is required. The biggest
disadvantage of such systems is that the fuel is also injected when the intake valves are closed,
but such systems are much simpler and less expensive than mechanical injection systems with
engine maps on three-dimensional cams. Only the amount of injected fuel has to be determined,
which can be done very easily with a rather simple fuel distributor that is controlled by an intake
manifold vacuum-driven airflow sensor. Therefore, such systems are called unpowered, and do
not need to be driven by a chain or belt, unlike systems with mechanical injection pumps. Also,
an engine control unit is not required. Engines with a manifold injection, and an electronic
engine control unit are often referred to as engines with electronic fuel injection EFI. Typically,
EFI engines have an engine map built into discrete electronic components, such as read-only
memory. This is both more reliable and more precise than a three-dimensional cam. The engine
control circuitry uses the engine map, as well as airflow, throttle valve, crankshaft speed, and
intake air temperature sensor data to determine both the amount of injected fuel, and the
injection timing. Usually, such systems have a single, pressurised fuel rail, and injection valves
that open according to an electric signal sent from the engine control circuitry. The circuitry can
either be fully analogue, or digital. Analogue systems such as the Bendix Electrojector were
niche systems, and used from the late s until the early s; digital circuitry became available in the
late s, and has been used in electronic engine control systems since. One of the first
widespread digital engine control units was the Bosch Motronic. In order to mix air and fuel
correctly so a proper air-fuel mixture is formed, the injection control system needs to know how
much air is sucked into the engine, so it can determine how much fuel has to be injected
accordingly. In modern systems, an air-mass meter that is built into the throttle body meters the
air mass, and sends a signal to the engine control unit, so it can calculate the correct fuel mass.
Alternatively, a manifold vacuum sensor can be used. The manifold vacuum sensor signal, the
throttle position, and the crankshaft speed can then be used by the engine control unit to
calculate the correct amount of fuel. In modern engines, a combination of all these systems is
used. Manifold injected engines can use either continuous or intermittent injection. In a
continuously injecting system, the fuel is injected continuously, thus, there are no operating
modes. In intermittently injecting systems however, there are usually four different operating
modes. In a simultaneously intermittently injecting system, there is one single, fixed injection
timing for all cylinders. Therefore, the injection timing is ideal only for some cylinders; there is
always at least one cylinder that has its fuel injected against the closed intake valve s. This
causes fuel evaporation times that are different for each cylinder. Systems with intermittent
group injection work similarly to the simultaneously injection systems mentioned earlier, except
that they have two or more groups of simultaneously injecting fuel injectors. Typically, a group
consists of two fuel injectors. In an engine with two groups of fuel injectors, there is an injection
every half crankshaft rotation, so that at least in some areas of the engine map no fuel is
injected against a closed intake valve. This is an improvement over a simultaneously injecting
system. However, the fuel evaporation times are still different for each cylinder. In a sequentially
injecting system, each fuel injector as a fixed, correctly set injection timing, that is in sync with
the sparkplug firing order, and the intake valve opening. This way, no more fuel is injected
against closed intake valves. Cylinder-specific injection means that there are no limitations to
the injection timing. The injection control system can set the injection timing for each cylinder
individually, and there is no fixed synchronisation between each cylinder's injector. This allows
the injection control unit to inject the fuel not only according to firing order, and intake valve
opening intervals, but it also allows it to correct cylinder charge irregularities. This systems
disadvantage is that it requires cylinder-specific air-mass determination, which makes it more
complicated than a sequentially injecting system. The first manifold injection system was
designed by Johannes Spiel at Hallesche Maschinenfabrik. Grade built the first two-stroke
engine with manifold injection in ; the first manifold injected series production four-stroke
aircraft engines were built by Wright and Antoinette the same year Antoinette 8V. In the s, they
attempted to use a Diesel engine injection pump in a petrol-fuelled Otto engine. However, they
were not successful. In Moto Guzzi built the first manifold injected Otto engine for motorcycles,

which eventually was the first land vehicle engine with manifold injection. This was because the
carburettor proved to be a simpler and less expensive, yet sufficient mixture formation system
that did not need replacing yet. In ca. For passenger cars however, a manifold injection system
was deemed more feasible. In , Bendix Corporation presented the Bendix Electrojector , one of
the first electronicially controlled manifold injection systems. It found widespread use in
German luxury saloons. At the same time, most American car manufacturers stuck to electronic
single-point injection systems. Cheap single-point injection systems that worked with either
two-way or three-way catalyst converters, such as the Bosch Mono-Jetronic introduced in , [22]
enabled car manufacturers to economically offer an alternative to carburettors even in their
economy cars, which helped the extensive spread of manifold injection systems across all
passenger car market segments during the s. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected
from Throttle-body fuel injection. Internal combustion engine. Part of the Automobile series.
Engine control unit ECU. Alternator Battery Dynamo Starter motor. Portal Category. Aircraft
piston engine components, systems and terminology. Propeller governor Propeller speed
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Components Propeller governor Propeller speed reduction unit Spinner. Fuel injection is the
introduction of fuel in an internal combustion engine , most commonly automotive engines , by
the means of an injector. This article focuses on fuel injection in reciprocating piston and rotary
piston engines. All Diesel compression-ignition engines use fuel injection, and many Otto
spark-ignition engines use fuel injection of one kind or another. Mass-produced Diesel engines
for passenger cars such as the Mercedes-Benz OM became available in the late s and early s, [1]
being the first fuel injected engines for passenger car use. In passenger car petrol engines, fuel
injection was introduced in the early s, and gradually gained prevalence until it had largely
replaced carburetors by the early s. The term "fuel injection" is vague and comprises various
distinct systems with fundamentally different functional principles. Typically, the only thing in
common all fuel injection systems have is the lack of carburetion. There are two main functional
principles of mixture formation systems for internal combustion engines: internal mixture
formation, and external mixture formation. A fuel injection system that uses external mixture
formation is called a manifold injection system; there exist two types of manifold injection
systems: multi-point injection port injection , and single-point injection throttle-body injection.
Internal mixture formation systems can be separated into direct, and indirect injection systems.
There exist several different varieties of both direct and indirect injection systems, the most
common internal mixture formation fuel injection system is the common-rail injection system, a
direct injection system. The term electronic fuel injection refers to any fuel injection system
having an engine control unit. An ideal fuel injection system can precisely provide exactly the
right amount of fuel under a all engine operating conditions. This typically means a precise
air-fuel-ratio lambda control, which allows, for instance: easy engine operation even at low
engine temperatures cold start , good adaptation to a wide range of altitudes and ambient
temperatures, exactly governed engine speed including idle and redline speeds , good fuel
efficiency, and the lowest achievable exhaust emissions because it allows emissions control
devices such as a three-way catalyst to function properly. In practice an ideal fuel injection
system does not exist, but there is a huge variety of different fuel injection systems with certain
advantages and disadvantages. Most of these systems were rendered obsolete by the
common-rail direct injection system that is nowadays used in many passenger cars.
Common-rail injection allows petrol direct injection , and is even better suited for diesel engine
fuel direct injection. However, common-rail injection is a relatively complex system, which is
why in some passenger cars that do not use diesel engines, a multi-point manifold injection
system is used instead. When designing a fuel injection system, a variety of factors has to be
taken into consideration, including:. All fuel injection systems comprise three basic
components: they have at least one fuel injector sometimes called an injection valve , a device
that creates sufficient injection pressure, and a device that meters the correct amount of fuel.
These three basic components can either be separate devices fuel injector s , fuel distributor,
fuel pump , partially combined devices injection valve and an injection pump , or completely
combined devices unit injector. Early mechanical injection systems except air-blast injection
typically used injection valves with needle nozzles in combination with a single or more than
one relatively sophisticated helix-controlled injection pump s that both metered the fuel, and
created the injection pressure. They were well-suited for intermittently injecting multi-point
injection systems as well as all sorts of conventional direct injection systems, and
chamber-injected systems. Advancements in the field of microelectronics allowed injection

system manufacturers to significantly improve the accuracy of the fuel metering device. In
modern engines, the fuel metering and injection valve actuation is usually done by the engine
control unit. Therefore, the fuel injection pump does not have to meter the fuel or actuate the
injection valves; it only needs to provide injection pressure. These modern systems are used in
multi-point-injected engines, and common-rail-injected engines. Unit injection systems have
made it into series production in the past, but proved to be inferior to common-rail injection.
The overview below illustrates the most common types of mixture formation systems in internal
combustion engines. There are several different ways of characterising, grouping and
describing fuel injection systems, the clade is based upon a differentiation between internal and
external mixture formation systems. Swirl-chamber injection [3]. Precombustion-chamber
injection [3]. Air-cell chamber injection [4]. Hot-bulb injection [5]. Air-blast injection [6].
M-System [7]. Pump-rail-nozzle system [8]. Air-guided injection [9]. Wall-guided injection [9].
Spray-guided injection [9]. Lanova direct injection [10]. Afterchamber injection [11]. G-System
sphere combustion chamber [12]. Gardner system hemisphere combustion chamber [12].
Saurer system torus combustion chamber [12]. Single-point injection [13]. Continuous injection
[14]. Intermittent injection [14]. In an engine with external mixture formation, air and fuel are
mixed outside the combustion chamber, so that a premixed mixture of air and fuel is sucked
into the engine. External mixture formation systems are common in petrol-fueled engines such
as the Otto engine, and the Wankel engine. There exist two main external mixture formation
systems in internal combustion engines: carburettors , and manifold injection. The following
description focuses on the latter. Manifold injection systems can also be considered indirect
injection , but this article primarily uses the term indirect injection to describe internal mixture
formation systems that are not direct injection. There exist two types of manifold injection:
single-point injection , and multi-point injection. Single-point injection uses one injector in a
throttle body mounted similarly to a carburetor on an intake manifold. As in a carbureted
induction system, the fuel is mixed with the air before the inlet of the intake manifold. Many of
the carburetor's supporting components - such as the air cleaner, intake manifold, and fuel line
routing - could be used with few or no changes. This postponed the redesign and tooling costs
of these components. Single-point injection was used extensively on American-made passenger
cars and light trucks during â€”, and in some European cars in the early and mids. Multi-point
injection injects fuel into the intake ports just upstream of each cylinder's intake valve, rather
than at a central point within an intake manifold. Typically, multi-point injected systems use
multiple fuel injectors, [13] but some systems such as the GM central port injection use tubes
with poppet valves fed by a central injector instead of multiple injectors. Manifold injected
engines can use several injection schemes: continuous, and intermittent simultaneous,
batched, sequential, and cylinder-individual. In a continuous injection system, fuel flows at all
times from the fuel injectors, but at a variable flow rate. The most common automotive
continuous injection system is the Bosch K-Jetronic , introduced in , and used until the mids by
various car manufacturers. Intermittent injection systems can be sequential , in which injection
is timed to coincide with each cylinder's intake stroke; batched , in which fuel is injected to the
cylinders in groups, without precise synchronization to any particular cylinder's intake stroke;
simultaneous , in which fuel is injected at the same time to all the cylinders; or
cylinder-individual , in which the engine control unit can adjust the injection for each cylinder
individually. In an engine with an internal mixture formation system, air and fuel are mixed only
inside the combustion chamber. Therefore, only air is sucked into the engine during the intake
stroke. The injection scheme is always intermittent either sequential or cylinder-individual.
There are two different types of internal mixture formation systems: indirect injection, and direct
injection. This article describes indirect injection as an internal mixture formation system
typical of Akroyd and Diesel engines ; for the external mixture formation system that is
sometimes called indirect injection typical of Otto and Wankel engines , this article uses the
term manifold injection. In an indirect injected engine, there are two combustion chambers: a
main combustion chamber, and a pre-chamber also called an ante-chamber [16] that is
connected to the main one. The fuel is injected only into the pre-chamber where it begins to
combust , and not directly into the main combustion chamber. Therefore, this principle is called
indirect injection. There exist several slightly different indirect injection systems that have
similar characteristics. Direct injection means that an engine only has a single combustion
chamber, and that the fuel is injected directly into this chamber. The latter method is far more
common in automotive engines. Typically, hydraulic direct injection systems spray the fuel into
the air inside the cylinder or combustion chamber, but some systems spray the fuel against the
combustion chamber walls M-System. Hydraulic direct injection can be achieved with a
conventional, helix-controlled injection pump, unit injectors , or a sophisticated common-rail
injection system. The latter is the most common system in modern automotive engines. Direct

injection is well-suited for a huge variety of fuels, including petrol see petrol direct injection ,
and diesel fuel. In a common rail system, the fuel from the fuel tank is supplied to the common
header called the accumulator. This fuel is then sent through tubing to the injectors, which
inject it into the combustion chamber. The header has a high pressure relief valve to maintain
the pressure in the header and return the excess fuel to the fuel tank. The fuel is sprayed with
the help of a nozzle that is opened and closed with a needle valve, operated with a solenoid.
When the solenoid is not activated, the spring forces the needle valve into the nozzle passage
and prevents the injection of fuel into the cylinder. The solenoid lifts the needle valve from the
valve seat, and fuel under pressure is sent in the engine cylinder. In , George Bailey Brayton
obtained a patent on an internal combustion engine that used a pneumatic fuel injection
system, also invented by Brayton: the air-blast injection. The first manifold injection system was
designed by Johannes Spiel at Hallesche Maschinenfabrik in This system was used on the
Akroyd engine and was adapted and improved by Bosch and Clessie Cummins for use on diesel
engines. In , Deutz AG started series production of stationary four-stroke Otto engines with
manifold injection. The first engine with petrol direct injection was a two-stroke aircraft engine
designed by Otto Mader in Another early use of petrol direct injection was on the Hesselman
engine invented by Swedish engineer Jonas Hesselman in They can run on a huge variety of
fuels. The invention of the pre-combustion chamber injection by Prosper l'Orange helped Diesel
engine manufacturers to overcome the problems of air-blast injection, and allowed designing
small engines for automotive use from the s onwards. In , MAN presented the first
direct-injected Diesel engine for lorries. German direct injection petrol engines used injection
systems developed by Bosch , Deckel, Junkers and l'Orange from their diesel injection
systems. Due to the wartime relationship between Germany and Japan, Mitsubishi also had two
radial aircraft engines using petrol direct injection, the Mitsubishi Kinsei and the Mitsubishi
Kasei. The first automotive direct injection system used to run on petrol was developed by
Bosch , and was introduced by Goliath for their Goliath GP , and Gutbrod for their Superior in
This was basically a specially lubricated high-pressure diesel direct-injection pump of the type
that is governed by the vacuum behind an intake throttle valve. Following this racetrack
success, the Mercedes-Benz SL , became the first passenger car with a four-stroke Otto engine
that used direct injection. Throughout the s, several manufacturers introduced their manifold
injection systems for Otto engines, including General Motors ' Rochester Products Division ,
Bosch, and Lucas Industries. The first commercial electronicially controlled manifold injection
system was the Electrojector developed by Bendix and was offered by American Motors
Corporation AMC in Bosch superseded the D-Jetronic system with the K-Jetronic and
L-Jetronic systems for , though some cars such as the Volvo continued using D-Jetronic for the
following several years. The L-Jetronic uses a mechanical airflow meter L for Luft , German for
"air" that produces a signal that is proportional to volume flow rate. This approach required
additional sensors to measure the atmospheric pressure and temperature, to calculate mass
flow rate. L-Jetronic was widely adopted on European cars of that period, and a few Japanese
models a short time later. The first digital engine management system engine control unit was
the Bosch Motronic introduced in Manifold injection was phased in through the latter s and 80s
at an accelerating rate, with the German, French, and U. Since the early s, almost all petrol
passenger cars sold in first world markets are equipped with electronic manifold injection. The
carburetor remains in use in developing countries where vehicle emissions are unregulated and
diagnostic and repair infrastructure is sparse. Fuel injection systems are gradually replacing
carburetors in these nations too as they adopt emission regulations conceptually similar to
those in force in Europe, Japan, Australia, and North America. In , Mitsubishi presented the first
common-rail petrol direct injection system for passenger cars. It was introduced in However,
the fuel savings proved to be almost unnoticeable and disproportionate to the increased
complexity of the exhaust gas treatment systems. Therefore, almost all car manufacturers have
switched to a conventional homogeneous mixture in their direct injected petrol engines since
the mid s. In the early s, some car manufacturers have still been using manifold injection,
especially in economy cars, but also some high performance cars. Ever since , car
manufacturers have been using common-rail direct injection for their diesel engines. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Throttle-body injection. Main article: Manifold
injection. Main article: Indirect injection. Main article: common-rail injection. Retrieved 28 June
Technik, Praxis, Geschichte. How it works and how it's done. London: Odhams Press. Global
Fuel Economy Initiative. Archived from the original on 6 October Retrieved 1 May Purdue
University Press â€” via Credo Reference. Scania fordonshistoria in Swedish. Popular Science.
The New York Times. Consumer Reports. Bosch fuel injection systems. HP Trade. Petersen
Automotive Museum. Archived from the original on 27 October Retrieved 8 November Archived
from the original PDF on 20 June Retrieved 20 January Internal combustion engine. Part of the

Automobile series. Engine control unit ECU. Alternator Battery Dynamo Starter motor. Portal
Category. Aircraft piston engine components, systems and terminology. Propeller governor
Propeller speed reduction unit Spinner. Carburetor heat Throttle. Auxiliary power unit Coffman
starter Hydraulic system Ice protection system Recoil start. Categories : Engine components
Fuel injection systems. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read View source View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Flat piston combustion chamber between piston and head.
Components Propeller governor Propeller speed reduction unit Spinner. The throttle body is a
tube containing a pivoting flat valve butterfly that is used to control the amount of air entering
an engine. On a fuel-injected engine the throttle body is normally located between the air filter
and the intake manifold, and is connected to the gas pedal mechanically with a cable, or
electronically by wire. When the driver presses the pedal the butterfly in the throttle body pivots
to let more air flow into the manifold. When that happens, the throttle position sensor reports to
the ECU that you have stepped on the gas. Most autos have just one large throttle body, but
some larger-engined cars can have one for each bank of cylinders, or even one on every
cylinder, although these are relatively uncommon. Some systems use a throttle body with two
smaller throats and butterflies instead of one large one, notably the early Ford truck EFI motors,
but the function is the same. A good air filter is absolutely critical to the operation of the throttle
body, because dirt buildup on its surface over time can gum up the butterfly, causing a rough
idle and drivability issues. This is why the butterfly and throttle body need periodic cleaning. If
the throttle position sensor TPS or air flow sensor are on the throttle body, be careful with them.
Removal of the TPS may require
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recalibration afterwards. Mass Air Flow MAF sensors are very sensitive to being contaminated,
and have a specific solvent spray just for cleaning them. The IAC valve allows the computer to
control idle speed, by bleeding small amounts of air into the intake. The MAP sensor turns
engine vacuum in the manifold into an electronic signal, telling the computer how much fuel to
inject. An engine that revs high at idle, or with an idle that surges up and down, may have a
vacuum leak, or a torn intake hose. A consistently high idle may mean the IAC valve is sticking
open, or a mechanical throttle stop may need to be adjusted. Go to front page. Search results
Search Haynes. Year Year Make Make. Model Model. Where is the throttle body located? How
many throttle bodies? How can a throttle body be cleaned? Beginners Guide. Recommended for
you. How to clean salt and grime off the car after winter. February 19, Haynes shows you how
on YouTube: Nissan Pathfinder. February 17, February 8, January 29,

